## Technical Specifications for Multi Utility Vehicle (MUV) under NVBDCP

1. **DESCRIPTION:**
   - PETROL ENGINE, Bharat stage IV/ EURO IV.

2. **SEATING CAPACITY:**
   - 1+ 5 Persons (Minimum)

3. **PERFORMANCE:**
   - **3.1 Maximum Output (BHP):** Minimum 80 BHP, certified by test agencies.
   - **3.2 Maximum torque (Kgm):** Minimum 100 Nm, certified by test agencies.

4. **ENGINE CAPACITY:**
   - Minimum 1200 cc.

5. **BODY/ CHASSIS FRAME:**
   - **Body Frame:** Existing factory built models with Hard Top (openable from rear).

6. **INSCRIPTIONS WITH LOGO: (with acrylic stoving paint)**
   - **6.1 On LH Side:** IN BOLD LETTERS - *NATIONAL VECTOR BORNE DISEASE CONTROL PROGRAMME*
   - **6.2 On RH Side:** -do-
   - **6.3 On Bonnet:** -do-

7. **DRIVE MODE:**
   - 4x4 Facility.

8. Complete built unit along with all standard mounting and accessories as per DGS&D rate contract.

9. Supplier should provide after sales and service facilities.

10. **Colour:** White